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The Specialty Clubs Program is an internationally 

successful membership development resource



Specialty clubs are 

groups of people with 

common culture, life 

experience, service 

cause, profession or 

hobby who turn their 

shared passions into 

rewarding service that 

directly benefits their 

communities.
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There are 7,398 specialty clubs around the world (14.8%), 

including 178 Clubs in Constitutional Area 7 (only 9.6%)



Why Specialty Clubs?
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▶ Bonded network of like-minded 

individuals

▶ Meeting the needs of modern 

communities

▶ Common thread enhances the 

engagement of club members

▶ Specializing provides a means for 

connecting regionally or globally with 

other clubs who share similar passions
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Why specialty clubs?

The benefits 

of specialty 

clubs



▶ The influence of clubs in making 

communities stronger, more interesting 

and more engaged is in decline.

▶ The definition of “community” has 

changed from a physical place to 

shared affinities—groups with similar 

qualities.
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Why specialty clubs?

Volunteers’ 

service passions 

and preferences 

are changing. ▶ The invitation must change from 

“Come do what we do,” to “What do 

you want to do?”

▶ Flourishing clubs offer opportunities for 

curiosity, openness, inspiration and 

leadership development.



▶ By promoting collaboration through 

shared regional and/or global service 

passions

▶ By offering club branch opportunities 

for specialized service

▶ By diversifying the ways and means of 

meeting evolving community and 

global concerns
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Specialty clubs 

provide a flexible 

framework for 

serving.

Why specialty clubs?



Who can we recruit?

Who can help?
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Recruit diversely and flexibly
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►From formal to fun: 

►Professional Entertainers to Medical Doctors

►Alumni Associations to Dance Groups

►We always have something in common: 

►Passion for the environment

►Young entrepreneurs

►Rugby fans

►Batik lovers

►Apple users

►……. The list goes on and on



❑ Cause-Specific: 

✓ Diabetes

✓ Vision

✓ Hunger

✓ Environment

✓ Childhood Cancer

✓ Other: _____________________ 

❑ Cultural: ________________________

❑ Life-Stage/Experience:

✓ Academic focus: ______________

✓ Profession: __________________ 

✓ Retiree: _____________________ 

✓ Other: ______________________

❑ Partnership: _______________________

❑ Sport or Hobby: ____________________

❑ Other: ____________________________ 

Specialty Club Categories
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Together We Can!
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►DG Team

►GMT / GET Team

►Specialty Clubs Program (SCP) Coordinators:

►Liaison between prospective members and the district

►Assist in new club application process as appropriate

►Support new specialty club and its members in matters 

of orientation, service activities and club administration

►Promote new club development through the Specialty 

Clubs Program to other Lions, providing insight and 

sharing best practices



When and Where can we 

promote Specialty Clubs?
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Anytime Anywhere
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►Now is always the best time to start

►WhatsApp / Telegram / Discord groups

►Facebook / Instagram

►Daily routines:

►Saturday Golf

►Wednesday Yoga

►Other Organizations:

►PTAs

►Alumni associations

►Professional organizations



How can we start 

Specialty Clubs?
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Specialty Club 

Model Mapping
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https://cdn2.webdamdb.com/md_6qlrDpI5S385.jpg.pdf?v=1


6-steps to 

Chartering
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Handy Tips
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►Preparing for the 1st Meeting: 

►Due diligence

►Tailored Lions intro / orientation

►Assign the right team

►Introducing Lions Clubs: 

►Come prepared

►Connect with the group

►Speak to their needs (or build a need)

►Share stories



Handy Tips
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►Accommodate small groups: 

►Personalized orientations

►Multiple introduction sessions

►Be flexible

►Utilize different types of Clubs:

►Club Branch

►Virtual Clubs



Handy Tips
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►Don’t stop half-way: 

►Follow-up with the Organizers

►Invite prospective members to meetings / service 

activities 

►Welcoming them into Lions Clubs:

►Don’t wait until you have 20

►Make them feel at home

►Ensure they get a chance to share their passion
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